
Renewable  
waste-to-eneRgy 
& Recycling 
foR fRedeRick & caRRoll

For additional project information, go to www.nmwda.org

LOWEST COST 
Clean, renewable waste-to-energy is the lowest cost, most 
economical and dependable waste management solution 
for post-recycled waste compared to the current practice of 
long haul trucking to out-of-state landfills

COST SAVINGS
Frederick County residents SAVE up to an estimated $400 
million over 30 years; Carroll County residents SAVE up 
to an estimated $220 million over 30 years

JOB CREATION
1,600 private sector jobs created during construction and 
80 full-time private sector jobs during operation

ECONOMIC STIMuLuS
$260 million in total local economic impact during 
construction; $12 million in annual local impact during 
operation

FINANCIAL SECuRITY
The project will be financed by a State Public Authority and 
not the participating Counties; 60 percent of the facility’s 
capacity will be available to Frederick County and 40 
percent will be available to Carroll County

PERFORMANCE GuARANTEE
Performance and service are guaranteed by the operator, which 
has decades of experience managing waste-to-energy facilities 
safely and without interruption in Maryland and the U.S.

INDuSTRIAL LOCATION
Located at Frederick County’s McKinney Industrial Park, 
the facility will use treated effluent from the adjacent 
Ballenger-McKinney Wastewater Treatment Plant as its 
process water and will thermally treat up to 50,000 tons 
of sewage sludge per year, reducing land spreading and the 
contribution of nutrients to the Chesapeake Bay

ENHANCED RECYCLING
Communities with waste-to-energy facilities typically have 
higher recycling rates; the Frederick/Carroll facility will 
enhance local recycling and is sized to recover an estimated 
15,000 tons of ferrous and nonferrous scrap metals annually, 
in addition to those recovered by the Counties’ recycling 
programs

CLEAN ENERGY
Modern waste-to-energy facilities must comply with 
stringent state and federal environmental standards while 
producing safe, clean, renewable energy

GREEN POWER
Recognized as a top tier renewable energy source, the facility 
will generate more than 45 megawatts of renewable energy, 
enough to power 45,000 homes

LOCAL SERVICES
Commitment to creating local jobs, training local workforce 
and using local companies for goods and services

GOOD NEIGHBORS
Waste-to-energy facilities operate in close proximity to 
residential, business and recreation areas around the world, 
and contribute to increased economic growth and local 
quality of life
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WHAT IS WASTE-TO-ENERGY? 

Waste-to-energy is a clean, renewable, efficient, and 
economical form of energy production and post-recycled 
waste disposal that also helps the U.S. achieve energy 
independence and decrease reliance on fossil fuels, such 
as coal and oil, to generate electricity.

Waste-to-energy facilities use municipal solid waste as 
a fuel to generate renewable energy in almost the same 
way that traditional power plants produce electricity. 
The U.S. EPA has said that waste-to-energy facilities 
produce electricity “with less environmental impact than 
almost any other source of electricity” and “communities 
greatly benefit from dependable, sustainable capacity of 
municipal waste-to-energy plants.”

Modern waste-to-energy facilities use proven technology 
to take everyday post-recycled waste and convert it into 
clean, renewable energy by feeding mixed municipal 
solid waste into large power boilers through controlled 
combustion. The resulting heat energy produces steam, 
which turns a turbine-generator to produce electricity. 
The process of converting waste into energy is a key part 
of an integrated materials management plan that focuses 
on reduction, reuse, recycling, and recovery of energy.

HOW DOES IT WORk?

Modern waste-to-energy facilities thermally treat post-
recycled municipal solid waste in a highly controlled and 
efficient combustion system, recover energy and scrap 
metals from the process, and are equipped with proven 
air quality control technologies. These modern facilities 
work very differently from old-fashioned municipal 
incinerators that burned trash inefficiently, had minimal, 
if any, air emission control systems, and did not recover 
energy.

The waste-to-energy process in modern facilities starts 
with incoming trash deliveries to an enclosed reception 
area where trash is unloaded into a concrete storage pit. 

Overhead cranes then transfer the trash into a feed 
hopper to the boiler. Inside each boiler, an inclined, 
reciprocating, metal grate slowly moves the trash through 
a thermal (heating) process, where temperatures exceed 
2000° F. The large utility-type boilers recover thermal 
energy in the form of high-pressure steam, which is then 
converted into electrical energy in the turbine-generator. 
Air that is required to feed the combustion process is 
drawn from the refuse-receiving building, sustaining 
a negative pressure that prevents odors or dust from 
escaping the facility into the outside environment.

After the trash is completely processed, scrap metals 
are separated from the ash residue for recycling and 
the overall volume of incoming trash is reduced by 
more than 90%. These metals are in addition to those 
recovered by County recycling programs and would not 
be recovered with other waste management alternatives 
such as landfilling.

what is  
waste-to-eneRgy  
and how does it woRk?

For additional project information, go to www.nmwda.org
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